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Why is Geothermal Power an Integral Part of Energy Solution?

MW Production

• The aqua demand line stays relative consistent with some
peaks.
• The purple net demand line (representing demand after
renewables) drops dramatically between hours 7AM and 1PM
corresponding to solar availability.
• As an increasing amount of solar is added to the grid, the net
generation curve becomes more pronounced (Figure 2),
creating what has been coined “the duck curve.”
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• When calculating the net cost of renewables, the capacity
value is based on total amount of energy being bought.
• At low penetration levels solar has a high capacity value
because solar can produce during times with peak
demands.
Source: Mills and Wiser, 2012
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Figure 5: Capacity Values with Increasing Levels of Penetration

• As penetration levels increase solar and wind are shifting
the net peak load to early evening. This can create a shift
in when capacity benefits are needed.

• Compared to solar and wind, Geothermal capacity value
will be higher.

3. Reliability Concerns

Why does this Matter?
• Natural gas, a non-renewable energy source is
often used to provide the ramping and back-fill to
compensate for solar and wind variability.

• Though predictions of solar and wind generation
have improved, renewable baseloads will be able
to provide power on a more consistent basis.

• Figure 6 compares the value of geothermal generation to three types of solar
profiles in California.
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Figure 6: Simulated annual average energy value for various
RPSs and curtailment costs in 2024 for Geothermal and Solar PV
in Southern CA

Geothermal Provides Reliability

• Ramping is the ability to stop or increase demand and is an ancillary service.
The duck curves biggest concern is showing that VRE is effecting ramping
need. This is an important feature to our grid because operators are constantly
trying to meet the demand in real time. If operators fail black outs and brown
outs can occur.

• If utilities implemented more baseload renewables like geothermal, there
wouldn’t be such a fast ramping time that is needed from other services.

• When solar and wind are not able to meet the demand due to weather
constraints, other resources, most often natural gas, are called upon to meet the
disparity.

• Geothermal is not effected by weather and can produce energy around the
clock.

• Solar PV is producing an uncertainty when unexpected changes in frequency or
voltage happen because of the lack of inertia.

• The biggest MW difference in geothermal is 74
MW while solar PV has a difference of 9,345 MW
and wind with 1,844 MW difference.

• By utilizing more renewable baseload sources,
utilities can increase the use of renewables with
less reliance on natural gas for system balancing.

Geothermal

• The shift in the net load effects the capacity value
because solar and wind will not be able to provided a
certain level of reliably to serve load because of certain
weather constraints.
• Geothermal can produce at anytime and if capacity
requirements shift geothermal can serve that load.

• Compared to wind and solar PV, geothermal
energy remains consistent .

Geothermal has Sustained Capacity Value at High Deployment

Value in $/MWh

• Capacity values depends on whether the renewable
resource is displacing existing or new capacity resources.
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Figure 4: Produced energy curves for various renewables in CA for April 12th, 2018
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• The ability to ramp up generation is a reliability concern to the grid
and the ISO needs to be able to meet the demand of consumers.
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Renewable Baseload Potential

• On this specific day CAISO operators had to increase production
by 11,997 MW in only three hours.

Flat Block Power (Geothermal)
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• Figure 3 depicts the total amount of geothermal,
wind and solar PV generation that was produced
in the CAISO market on April 12th 2018.

• Geothermal and other baseload renewable
technologies like CSP, biomass and hydropower,
can provide a large portion of the energy demand
without impacting the net demand curve ramp
rates (Figure 4).

Why is this a concern?
• Variable renewable energy sources (VREs), like solar and wind
can only produce when the sun is out or when the wind is blowing
and when VREs are no longer available because of weather
conditions. Operators are having to be able to ramp up generation
in a much shorter time.
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Figure 3: Produced energy curves for various renewables in CA for April 12th, 2018

• Capacity values depend on if a resource is serving load
to reliably meeting demand.
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2. VRE Capacity Value Decreases With Increased Penetration

Capacity Value $/Mwh
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Wind

• Geothermal has ramping capabilities, and if compensated adequately, could
provide ramping services to meet the variable demand.

• Geothermal has a moving turbine that can help operators react to frequency
and voltage changes, so as plants close, geothermal can provide the frequency
support that VREs lack.

• With more expansion of VREs and lower natural gas prices, plants that do
provide frequency support are retiring. This is altering how the grid values a
more reliable resource.
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Data was taken from: Rahm Orenstein and Paul Thomsen paper The Increasing Comparative Value of
Geothermal – New Market Findings and Research Needs

Figure 2: Simulated net demand for a typical spring
day, showing the ”Duck Curve””
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• Figure 1 depicts the CAISO demand versus the net demand
for April 12th, 2018, a typical spring day.

Graph taken from: http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Briefing_DuckCurve_CurrentSystemConditions-ISOPresentationJuly2015.pdf

Figure 1: Net Demand Load

Geothermal Power Can Help Prevent the Duck Curve
Data was taken from: http://content.caiso.com/green/renewrpt/20180412_DailyRenewablesWatch.txt

This graph was taken from: http://www.caiso.com/TodaysOutlook/Pages/default.aspx

1. Increased Use of VREs is Creating the Duck Curve

• The first solar profile model is single-axis tracking (SAT) and the second two
models are fixed-tilt (FT). SAT is when a system will track the positions of the
sun. The SAT has higher efficiency than FT. FT is when a panel is in a fixed
position and won’t adjust to the sun’s location.
• Figure 6 uses -$5/MWh and -$50/MWh because most negative prices fall inbetween these two values in the CAISO real-time market.
• All renewable resources will have a lower energy value when the average price
drops.
• Due to rapid expansion to meet RPSs, prices for solar are declining, dropping
the average value of all renewable sources.
• Curtailment in the 40% RPS simulation is much higher and effects up to 12% of
the generation hours annually, however the curtailment is concentrated in solar
production hours.
• When a lot of solar is on the grid and demand is not high enough to use it all,
negative prices can occur and power suppliers will have to pay their customers
to take the excessive amount.
• Geothermal energy value will stay relatively high because it does not produce all
of its energy during solar PV times when curtailment rate is the highest.
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